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Introduction 
Infrastructure as Code (IaC) is a popular method and powerful technique for automating the 

deployment and configuration of cloud infrastructures.  By treating infrastructure as code, 

developers can version, test and reliably deploy cloud resources, leading to faster and more 

consistent deployments. With the increasing use of IaC, it has become essential to ensure that 

security is taken into consideration during the development and deployment process. In this 

project, we will be developing a static security testing tool that will help identify, insecure 

patterns, vulnerabilities, and misconfigurations in IaC. 

The aim of this project was to develop and implement an automated tool (Mckscat) which 

will allow customisation of the security tests using rules and laws that will facilitate fixing 

security issues by cloud developers before rolling out new or alter infrastructure. 

To develop the security testing tool, we will be using technologies such as AWS 

CloudFormation alongside AWS services. CloudFormation templates can be written in JSON 

format and will analyse JSON scripts. 

Techniques 
There are various techniques to analyze static source code for potential vulnerabilities that 

maybe combined into one solution. These techniques are often derived from compiler 

technologies. 

 

Limitations 
False Positives 

A static code analysis tool will often produce false positive results where the tool reports a 

possible vulnerability that in fact is not. This often occurs because the tool cannot be sure of 

the integrity and security of data as it flows through the application from input to output. 

False Negatives 

The use of static code analysis tools can also result in false negative results where 

vulnerabilities result but the tool does not report them. This might occur if a new vulnerability 

is discovered in an external component or if the analysis tool has no knowledge of the 

runtime environment and whether it is configured securely. 

 

Description of Project 
The main objective of this tool is to analyse JSON formatted AWS CloudFormation scripts,  

(Simple Storage Services (S3), Elastic Cloud (EC2) or a virtual private cloud (VPC)) that will 

identify potential security vulnerabilities related to the AWS services listed. This will allow a 

user select which file type they want to be analysed that best fits their scripts, recognising 

that there are different rules to be considered over different types of scripts.  
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1. Download the tool and pin to desktop. 

 
 

Figure 1  

 

2. Launch the application. 

 
 

Figure 2 
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3. Select the AWS service you want analysed.  

 

Figure 3 

 

4. Select the file to be analysed. 

 

Figure 4 
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5.  Report returns vulnerabilities present in the script.

 

Figure 5 

 

Once the user selects the file from the file explorer interface the script type selected will run 

in the background and output the feedback and vulnerabilities to the end user. With three 

different scripts, each of which uses different rules based on common vulnerabilities found in 

the script type, it will apply the rules to the selected formats. Some rules are based upon 

variables, including:- 

• Strings representing AWS keywords 

• Symbols and service versions 

• Boolean flags indicating whether the keywords or specific symbols were found within the 

file. 

With the buffer reader implemented in the file, it will scan each line in the file and check the 

rules in the file. If a vulnerability is present in the script the method appends a message to the 

ResultFrame object indicating the severity level of the vulnerability and the line number 

where the security concern is found. Depending on the number of vulnerabilities found in the 

script it will give back a severity warning from no vulnerabilities found to a failed warning if 

the code has too many vulnerabilities in it. 

Some of the Libraries/toolkits imported into this project are JSON simple. JSON simple is a 

Java library that provides a simple way to manipulate and read JSON formatted data. It 

provides a simple and efficient API that allows developers to work on JSON data while using 

Java-implemented functions like Maps, Lists or Arrays. The tool also helps the reading of JSON 

scripts easier which is the main function of this library in my project.  Other libraries in use 

throughout this program are Java-based libraries e.g. java.io. * which is used in the handling 

of files and the input and output of files. Another library in use is java.util.StringTokenizer 

which is used in scanning lines in a script and checking the line for the appropriate rule. 
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Some of the benefits of using a static code analyser for AWS CloudFormation scripts we 

learned while developing the tool is that the detection of vulnerabilities and 

misconfigurations can help the end user resolves the issues. By using this application, you will 

improve the security of your infrastructure. Also, the use of our tool can save the company or 

end user time and money in fixing and securing their Infrastructure as Code. 

Samples of Code 
In the below snippets of code we can see the code implemented below is the prompt that 

greets the end-user once the application is launched. A prompt appears where the user can 

select the AWS Service they want the rules of either S3, EC2 or VPC. Once the file is selected 

the rules will be applied to the selected files. The below code also allows the users to select 

only a JSON file and any other file type will be dropped.    

 
Figure 6 

 

In the code below we see a snippet of code from one of the selected AWS services files which 

store some rules of the service. With the code allowing JSON files to be read in correctly it can 

also be seen that keywords, IP addresses & port numbers are some of the vulnerabilities we 

are examining in the end-users AWS script. 
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Figure 7 

 

In the following clip we get a sample of what will be returned to the end user when the script 

is ran locally on their machine. We can see that the code is examining if a wildcard mask is 

present in the end users scripts & if object versioning is on. Some of the code will return 

helpful descriptions of the benefits of what some functions do in this case Object Versioning 

 

Figure 8 
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Additionally, in the next screenshot we are not looking for keywords but rather port numbers 

or port statuses as well as IP addresses.  Instead of keywords we are looking for numbers and 

examining it the IP address is a default IP address or if it is a security risk.

 

 

Figure 9 

The final image is a snippet of how the severity scanning is being calculated. With the scores 

being given out based on the severity of the error at the end of the program all severity 

present will be added together and given back to the end user and a message as well. If the 

script contains a security score above ten then it is at a fail state. It is recommended for the 

end user to go back and secure their script.  

 

Figure 10 
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Description of Learning 
This project has proved challenging and somewhat of a learning curve to get it over the finish 

line.  With no previous knowledge of Amazon Web Services (AWS), this was the starting point 

and an in-depth study of this organisation’s cloud computing services was undertaken. 

Although this project focused on Infrastructure as Code, AWS has a wide range of services 

which need to be understood, to set the context.  The focus of this project is to focus on the 

analysis of IAC scripts and to mitigate against potential security vulnerabilities. We had to 

learn what the IaC scripts look like, what they contained and more importantly what made 

them secure while also learning what can cause them to be vulnerable.  All scripts had to be 

examined and the rules to be applied to each specific AWS script type considered. I also had 

to learn about the different services it offers to individuals or companies that are using AWS 

as a service. Some of the different services they focus on are storage, networking or machine 

learning etc.  

 

Figure 11 

AWS and IaC not only streamline the infrastructure management process but also foster a 

culture of collaboration and efficiency in the development and operations team. This 

collaboration is often referred to as DevOps, which emphasizes the integration of 

development and operations processes to improve script quality, speed and more importantly 

reliability. 

In conclusion, we learned that IaC provides a powerful combination for organisations and 

what it offers to companies cannot be underestimated. By learning what IaC is we can also 

solve some of the common vulnerabilities that may be present in an IaC script.   

 

Conformance to Specification and Design 
After reviewing the project specification, the goals and outline of the project brief we can 

confirm that most of the project brief has been achieved. We have developed a static code 

testing tool that scans AWS CloudFormation. We have the tool analysing three different types 

of AWS CloudFormation scripts (S3, EC2, VPC). We have the tool scanning potential 

vulnerabilities, insecure patterns and present misconfigurations. The tool also gives feedback 

on how to improve your script before publishing the user’s script and I have implemented a 

set of rules for different script types.  
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If additional time allowed I would further implement integration of the tool into a continuous 

delivery (CD) pipeline. I would also like to implement more rules for each of the file types to 

look for more vulnerabilities.  If I had more time, I would update the design of the application 

so that it would look more visually appealing and make it easier for the end user to use. 

General Issues 
The assignment of a “Programing” heavy project was initially a shock as this area of study is 

not my strength.  Hence, the time invested was labourious, slow and stressful on many levels. 

The first problem I faced was that I believed that the project had to be completed in Python. 

For the first few weeks the focus was on learning python and trying to understand the best 

way to implement the project.  As I did not have any previous experience of programming in 

Python it was extremely difficult to grasp an understanding in a short timeline and in 

particular to design and implement rules into the project. Once it became clear that Python 

was not essential, I decided to switch the programming language from Python to Java.  

Another issue I had while completing this project was that I had no prior knowledge of 

Amazon Web Services. With the final year project based upon elements we learned from first 

year through to subjects done in fourth year, it seemed quite unrealistic that the concept of 

Cloud Computing was never covered.  A considerable amount of time was taken on 

researching AWS and the services/vulnerabilities that are open to occurrences and in gaining 

an understanding on how best to approach this project and what were the key elements that 

should be focused on. 

Ensuring a thorough understanding of the project specification was also a major cause for 

concern.  The brief project description gave no clear steps/tips on how to approach and 

ultimately accomplish this project.  The vague and unclear brief resulted in me taking the 

wrong path on a number of occasions and consequently having to go back to the drawing 

board and re-beginning again, a frustrating and stressful experience. 

The later release of projects, compared to previous year groups, and an earlier submission 

date added to the pressures experienced on this project.   Additional time would have been 

welcome to ensure a detailed, well-developed and resourceful tool.   
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Review of Project  
Following completion of this project and having time to reflect on the experience, I can 

recognise the various pros and cons. Some of the pros have been getting the application to a 

stage where it runs to the same level described in the project brief. Some of the cons I found 

in this project is that I had no knowledge of AWS and the services I needed to implement into 

my project for it to run correctly. As mentioned earlier in the report one of the aspects I am 

missing in my project is the implementation of this project into a CI/CD pipeline. If I had to 

start the project again, I would focus more on the research aspect of this project brief as I did 

not enjoy the coding aspect of the project and struggled with it for long parts of the project. I 

would focus on the vulnerabilities the complexity of these vulnerabilities and the way in 

which these can be prevented and/or solved rather than create a program which scans a 

script for specific vulnerabilities. I believe that the technologies, libraries, and other Java 

programs implemented into the application are the best technologies to have implemented.  

They enhance the usability of the application and help get the program to the next level, so I 

believe all technologies used are necessary for this program. 

Overall, I think I can confidently say this project has been a success. The application has been 

created and provides a user with key information and security concerns that are present in 

the users’ Infrastructure as Code scripts. The program also allows the users to select the type 

of file they want to be analysed. It also lets the end user find the file they want to select with 

ease. It also provides end users with the precious location of the vulnerability and tells the 

user a solution to ensure that their IaC script is more secure.   
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Conclusion 
Modern software development depends on achieving the “magic three” outcomes: faster 

releases, shorter cycles, and higher quality code. In order for code to be of high quality, it 

needs to be secure, so cybersecurity must be integrated with the development cycle in a way 

that does not hinder developers’ ability to release code quickly. 

Static code analysis is a software verification technique that refers to the process of 

examining code without executing it in order to capture the defects in the code early, 

avoiding later costly fixations.  While SAST offers many benefits, the most significant is its 

ability to detect security vulnerabilities and mark their precise location, including the file 

name and line number. This ability to pinpoint problems is crucial, as finding problems is one 

of the most time-consuming aspects of a developer’s work. 

Infrastructure as Code deployment and automated security management have been proven 

to reduce security misconfigurations and eliminate security gaps. Security architects need to 

adopt building infrastructure access based on new forms of Authentication, Authorisation and 

Access (AAA) such as block-chain, compound identities and service principals.  
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Glossary 
 

AAA – Authentication, Authorisation & Access 

AWS – Amazon Web Services 

ACL – Access Control List 

CDK – Cloud Development Kit 

CI/CD – Continuous Integration & Continuous Delivery 

CSP – Cloud Service Providers 

DevOps – Development Operations 

DCA – Dynamic Code Analysis 

EC2 – Elastic Compute 2 

ECR – Elastic Container Registry 

FURPS – Functionality/Usability/Reliability/Performance/Supportability 

IaC – Infrastructure as Code 

IAAS - Infrastructure as a Service 

IAM – Identify Access Management 

IDE – Integrated Development Environment  

IoT – Information of Things 

NIST – National Institute of Standards & Technology 

PC – Public Cloud 

S3 – Simple Storage Service 

SAST – Static Application Security Testing  

SCA – Static Code Analysis 

SDI – Software Defined Infrastructure  

UI – User Interface 

VPC – Virtual Private Cloud 

WFA – Well Architectured Framework 
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